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Unnecessary compromise
Be explicit on tubing depth in a slab.
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commonality among all renewable > Figure 1.
ﬁnish ﬂooring (3/8" hardwood bonded to slab)
energy heat sources is that they perform best when coupled to low-temperature hydronic distribution systems.
concrete slab
Operating water temperature differences
of 5 to 10º F can have a major effect on the
COP (coefficient of performance) of geothermal
tubing at center of slab
water-to-water heat pumps as well as air-towater heat pumps. Operating a flat-plate solar
collector at an inlet fluid temperature of 110º
rather than 170º can double the amount of
tubing at botton of slab
solar energy it collects under clear skies on a
cold by clear winter day.
Being able to lower the water temperature of
a thermal storage tank at which a pellet boiler
underslab insulation
is turned on can significantly increase its overall
tubing (at different depths)
subgrade
thermal efficiency and reduce its emissions.
Bottom line: If you’re serious about achieving
good performance from renewable energy heat
sources, you have to do everything possible to to gets lifted into the thickness of the slab of the slab, more of the slab’s thermal mass is
reduce the water temperature of the heat emit- as the concrete is placed. Other times, the above the horizontal plane at which heat is
masons trample over the tubing and mesh as being added. This increases the time required
ters supplied by that heat source.
One of the best low-temperature heat emit- if it’s not even there.
to warm the floor surface to normal operatUnlike relocating a sensor or redoing a sol- ing temperatures following a call for heat. It
ters is a bare concrete slab with embedded tubing. With tube spacing of 9 to 12 inches, good dered joint, there’s no chance of changing tub- also lengthens the cool-down time after heat
underside insulation, and a reasonably low- ing depth once that screed slides over the con- input is interrupted by system controls. A fully
design heating load per square foot of heated crete. The slab’s performance over decades of “charged” slab can hold several hours worth of
floor, it’s possible to keep interior spaces very future service is now literally and figuratively heat that will continue to flow into the space
comfortable using supply water temperatures of “set in concrete.”
as long as the air temperature and / or interior
There are several ways that tubing depth surface temperatures are cooler than the floor
100º or less, even on a cold winter day.
should affect the performance of a heated slab:
surface. This can be a real problem in buildings
Details matter
• The deeper the tubing, the greater the with significant internal heat gains from sunUnfortunately, there are plenty of heated thermal resistance between it and the floor light or other sources.
concrete slabs that, due to one often-dis- surface. The higher the thermal resistance in
After considering these points, it is somemissed detail, are not optimized for the low- the path of heat flow, the higher the water what intuitive that placing tubing higher in
est possible operating temperature. That temperature necessary to maintain a given rate the slab should improve its performance. The
detail is tubing depth within the slab. Many of heat transfer.
harder questions to answer are:
of you have likely witnessed this compro• The closer the tubing is to the bottom of
1. How much is performance affected by
mise in the making as neatly placed tubing the slab, the greater the underside heat losses tubing depth?
circuits get buried in concrete. Sometimes should be.
2. Is the change in performance worth the
the tubing and reinforcing mesh it’s attached
• When the tubing ends up near the bottom necessary oversight to ensure it happens?
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heat ﬂow is always perpendicular to isotherms
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Number crunching
The answers to these questions require
credible numbers. One way to get them is by
using specialized software to perform something called finite element analysis. FEA software allows a physical situation to be mathematically simulated. The calculations this software can do in a couple of seconds are many
orders of magnitude beyond what any person
could attempt to solve using manual methods.
One of the FEA models I constructed is
shown in Figure 1 (on Page 14). It consists of
a 4-inch concrete slab sitting on 1-inch-thick
extruded polystyrene insulation (R-5 ºF•hr•ft2/
Btu), and covered by 3/8-inch oak flooring. The
latter is assumed to be perfectly bonded to the
top of the slab. The tubing is assumed to be
spaced 12 inches apart.
Several variants of this floor cross section were used to simulate tubing at different
depths, with all other conditions being the
same. Each time the model was run, it determined the temperature at hundreds of points
within the small region of the slab shown in
Figure 1, including points spaced 1/2-inch apart
along the floor surface.
Figure 2 shows the isotherms (e.g., line of
constant temperature within the slab and surrounding materials) that are generated by the
FEA software.
The results of the FEA simulations showed
the following trends as the tubing was placed
deeper in the slab:

1. The floor surface temperature directly
above the tube decreases due to the greater
R-value between the tube and the surface.
2. The difference between the floor surface temperature directly over the tube,
and that halfway between adjacent tubes
decreases. This is a desirable effect because
it reduces perceptible variation in floor surface temperature.
3. Heat transfer from the surface of the slab
by radiation and convection, estimated based
on the surface temperature profiles, changes
with tube depth.
Using the temperature data from several
simulations, I estimated the heat output from
the system for water temperatures in the tube
of 100º and 130º. In each case, heat output
increases as the tubing is lowered through the
upper portion of the slab, and then decreases
as the tubing gets deeper. This implies there is

an optimal tube depth where the slab delivers maximum heat output. The simulations I
ran suggest it is about 1/4 of the slab thickness down from the slab surface. However,
this depth is likely to vary depending on finish floor resistance and other factors.
I used the FEA results to determine the
average water temperatures required to
deliver heat outputs of 15 and 30 Btu/hr/ft2.
The results are shown in Figure 3.
These results imply the average water
temperature in the circuit has to increase
about 7º to yield an output of 15 Btu/h/ft2
if the tubing is located at the bottom of the
slab. The average water temperature in the
circuit must be about 14º higher to yield an
output of 30 Btu/h/ft2 with the tubing at the
bottom of the slab.
The upward heat flux of 15 Btu/h/ft 2
would represent a modern building, such as a
house, with 2,000 square feet of heated slab
area and a corresponding design heat load of
30,000 Btu/h. Such a load is easily attainable
using modern building techniques, and might
even be close to “code minimum” construction in some jurisdictions based on current or
soon-to-be energy codes.
In the days when heated slabs were typically supplied from conventional boilers, the
increased water temperature associated with
tubing at the bottom of the slab was easily
attainable with minimal changes in boiler
efficiency. Just turn up the temperature setting of the mixing device between the boiler
and slab circuits.
However, when the heat source is a solar
thermal collector array or heat pump, this
change in required water temperature has
a much more pronounced negative effect on
efficiency.

> Figure 3.

Upward heat
output

Average circuit water
temperature with
tubing at ½ slab
depth

Average circuit water
temperature with
tubing at bottom of
slab

15 Btu/hr/ft2

95 ºF

102 ºF

30 Btu/hr/ft2

120 ºF

134 ºF
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Upward heat output (Btu / hr / sq. ft.)
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Figure 4 shows the COP of an air-to-water heat pump as a function of
outdoor temperature and the water temperature leaving the heat pump’s
condenser. At an outdoor temperature of 30º and a leaving water temperature of 104º, the heat pump’s COP is about 3.0. But if that heat pump
has to produce 122º under the same outdoor conditions, its COP drops to
about 2.35. That’s a drop in COP of more than 21%. That’s not trivial…

tube center @ 2" depth

Bare slab simulations
I also wanted to see how tubing depth effects heat output for uncovered concrete slabs. The FEA model was modified to turn the 3/8-inch
oak flooring into 3/8-inch-thick concrete and the simulations were rerun.
The results for upward heat output at a water temperature of 100º are
shown in Figure 5.
The results again show that heat output decreases as the tubing is
placed lower in the slab. The highest output for the simulations I ran occurs
when the tube is centered about 3/4-inch below to slab surface (about
25.1 Btu/h/ft2 at 100º water temperature). Lowering the tube so that its
center is 2 inches below the slab surface (e.g., tubing centered on 4-inch
slab thickness) reduces output to 23.8 Btu/h/ft2. These changes are relatively small. However, look at what the simulation predicts when the tube
is located at the bottom of the slab. Here, the output is only 17.8 Btu/h/ft2.
That is a 25% decrease in upward heat output compared to when the tubing is centered in the slab’s thickness. The only way to compensate for that
drop in heat output is to increase water temperature several ºF.
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tube center @ 3.8" depth

Global warming
I also looked at downward heat loss as a function of tubing depth.
When water temperatures are adjusted (as shown in Figure 3 on Page
15) to allow tubing placed at the bottom of the slab to produce the same
upward heat output as tubing centered in the slab, downward heat loss
increases by about 10% .
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significant. The 10% increase in downward
heat loss caused by higher water temperatures
in bottomed-out tubing also seems reasonable.
Keep in mind these results also are based
on steady-state conditions. They don’t predict
the consequences of the longer response times
associated with deeper tubing. In buildings
with significant and often unpredictable internal heat gains, this longer reaction time will
surely lead to wider temperature swings and
compromised comfort.
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Other considerations
There are factors other than thermal performance that have a bearing on tubing depth
within a slab. One of them is protecting the tubing near sawn control joints. The depth of such
saw cuts is typically 20% of the slab thickness.

Tubing depth does
make a difference
in system
performance.
I prefer to keep the tubing near the bottom of
the slab at such locations to give the blade a
wide berth as it passes over. A typical detail is
shown in Figure 6.
Another consideration ix penetrations by fasteners used to secure equipment to the slab.

Modern
Hydronics
Done Right
e-book, Volume 1

leave tubing and WWF at
bottom of slab under
control joint locations

In most cases, it doesn’t make sense to leave
all the tubing at the bottom of the slab just to
accommodate what might be a future bench or
lift post. Find out where such equipment will be
placed and keep the tubing several inches away
from where the fasteners are likely to go. Block
out and note these areas on your tubing layout
drawing. Be sure to leave a copy of this plan
with the building owner.

Why go to the effort and expense of using
renewable energy heat sources, and needlessly compromise their performance by not
being specific about how deep the tubing
needs to be placed in the slab? Be sure to
make your requirements clear in plans and
specifications. It’s also worth having a discussion of these requirements with the “accountable” person overseeing the concrete placement crew. Make sure they understand that
tubing depth does make a difference in system performance. Do this several days before
the pour, not while the first concrete truck
is backing down the driveway, so there’s no
excuse for being unprepared.

What does this mean?
Is finite element analysis guaranteed to predict reality with 100% accuracy? No. There are
hundreds of possible variations on factors such
as soil temperature, flooring resistance, tube
spacing, etc., that make it hard to draw generalized conclusions based on a few simulations
Still, for the limited simulations I ran, the predicted upward heat outputs agreed fairly well
with other sizing tools used for system design.
The predicted increase in water temperature
required for tubing at the bottom (rather than
the center) of the slab is both believable and
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John Siegenthaler, P.E., has been writing for BNP Media since 1996. He’s authored over 340
columns and feature articles in Plumbing & Mechanical, PM Engineer and Supply House Times.
To better serve our readers, BNP has compiled all that information into a series of five FREE
e-books. The first was released on Dec. 11, 2018, and deals with a wide range of hydronic
heat sources. The columns and articles in Volume 1 cover a wide range of heat sources from
conventional boilers to solar thermal collectors, heat pumps, and even biomass boilers. You can
view Volume 1 of the eBook series, at no cost, at the following link. https://bit.ly/2rMxztB

Watch for additional volumes throughout 2019.
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